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The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the significance of C. Freud’s work on 
Lipischitz continuity of the operator of best uniform approximation and the impact 
of his investigations on strong unicity and strong unicity constants. % 1980 
.4cadem1c Press. Inc. 
Let C[a, b] be the collection of all continuous real-valued functions on 
the inteirval [a, 61 endowed with the uniform norm // . 11, and V* a subspace 
of C[a, b] of dimension ~1. For each f~ C[a, b] let 
be the slet of all best uniform approximations off from V,,, where 
If V, is a Haar subspace on [a, b], then there exists for every f E C[a, h] 
exactly one element D,-in P,(f), and we define the operator 
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Then for Vn=jJIn-i, the collection of all real polynomials of degree 
<n - 1, C. de la VallCe Poussin [ 161 proved that the set-valued mapping 
Pf,: [O, co) + 2vn 
is continuous at the point 0. Consequently, if I’, = n, _ r, the mapping T,, 
is continuous at every point f 6 C[a, b]. 
Freud [5] seems to have been the first to give a quantitative version of 
this theorem of de la Vallee Poussin, namely to investigate the pointwise 
Lipschitz continuity of the operator T,. 
THEOREM 1 (Freud [ 51). If V, is a Haar subspace of C[a, b], then there 
exists a constant A > 0, A depending on f and V,,, such that 
II T,(f) - Tnts)ll Q A IV- gll for all g E C[a, b]. (5) 
It is very interesting to look into the original proof of this theorem, 
especially because nowadays Theorem 1 is usually proved by using the 
strong unicity theorem (cf. [3]): First note that 
b,(f) - P,k)l G IV-gll. (6) 
Moreover, there exist n + 1 points a < x0 < x1 < + ** <x, < b such that 
E( - 1 Ji tf- T,(f)) (4 = ~,tf) (7) 
(E= +l or s= -1) for i=O,...,n. 
Then, for O<iQn and any DE V,, 
~(-1)~ tTn(f)-0) (Xi) 
=E(-1)’ CtTn(f)-f) (Xi) + (f-u) (xi)1 
G -P?Lf) + IV- 41. (8) 
If u= T,(g), gE C[a, b], and IIf-gll <6, then the inequalities (6) and (8) 
yield 
E( - 1 )i (T,(f) - u) (xi) 6 26. (9) 
Omitting the rth point (0~ r<n), Freud considered now the point set 
XO<Xl< ... <x,-, <x,+1 < “‘X, (10) 
and the fundamental polynomials L,,(x) E V,,, 0 < i < n, i # r, of Lagrange 
interpolation corresponding to the set (10): 
Li,i-tx) = 6iJ forO<i,j,<n;i,j#r. 
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Further, let x- 1 := a, x, + 1 := b and define 
n-l 
a-l :=n~~~xo ,C ILi,n(x)12 
. . 1=0 
a ntl := max i IL,,(x)\, xn<x<b i=l 
A := max ;li. 
-l<i<n+l 
Since 
sgnL,,(x)=(-l)‘-‘+’ for.W+l,~r+l>~ (15) 
we obtain for the function 
v”(x) :=4~?z(f) - T,(g)) (xl E vn 
and XE lx,-,, x,+~], O,<r,<n, 
(-ly+l u”(x) = (- 1y+1 i v”(Xi) L,,(x) 
i=O 
Combining (16) with the corresponding inequality for the index r + 1, we 
get jfi(x)j<2261forxE[x,,x,+,] andeachOdr<@-1 or 
Iv”(x)] 6 261 forxE[xO,x,]. (1-u 
Since 
sgn L,,(x) = ( - 1 )j for x E [a, x0), i= 0 ,...) n - 1, 
we get 
n-l 
v”(~) = c qxi) Lo,, G 26a_ 1 ; 
i=O 
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the same arguments lead to 
sgn &(x) = (- l)n-i for x E (x,, b], i= l,..., n, (20) 
and therefore 
(- 1)” v”(x) = (- 1)” i 6(x,) L&K) <26/I,+, . (21) 
1=1 
Combining (19) and (21) with the inequality (16) for r=O and r=iz, we 
obtain finally together with (17), 
or 
Since the arguments in the proof of Freud do not depend on T,(g) E V,, 
but may be applied to any zr E V,, , Freud has actually proved that 
II I,, - 41 G i o’3fl,, II4 - 1 Y (~a-) - u) (Xi)1 . . 
or, using (8), 
llf- 4 2 Ilf- T,,(f)ll + A-‘IlUf) - ull. (23) 
This means that the best uniform approximation T,,(f) is strongly unique 
for every f~ C[a, b], a result extended by Newman and Shapiro [ 1 l] for 
the approximation of f~ C(X) by a Chebyshev system, where C(X) is the 
Banach space of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X. 
Moreover Freud has given a lower bound for the strong unicity constant 
which is the largest constant y, denoted by y,(f), such that the inequality 
IV- u/l 2 llf- ~nmll + YII T,(f) - 4 
holds. Namely, from (23), we know that 
(24) 
where I is defined by (14). 
?a-) 3 J. - l, (25) 
To connect the lower bound (25) with the lower bound given by Cline 
[4], let us consider again the point set a d x0 < xl < . . . < x, < b satisfying 
(7). We define the function U,E Yn such that 
UAXi) = EC - 1 I’= sgn (f- T,(f)) Cxi) (26) 
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for i = O,..., n, i # r. Then the definitions (1 l)-(14) and the properties (15), 
(18), (20) yield 
So l/K is again a lower bound for the strong unicity constant, a resuh 
proved by Cline [4] for the approximation of fc C(X) by a ~hebysbcv 
system. 
At tirst glance, by (27), the lower bound of Freud in (25) seems to be 
stronger than the lower bound y,(f) > 1/K of Cline. But a closer look 
shows that K = ,I and both lower bounds are the same. 
In the last ten years quite a number of papers were concerned with 
estimations for strong unicity constants, expecially in the case V’,, = 
Poreda [ 13 J raised the question to describe the asymptotic behaviour of 
y,(f) for fixed f and IZ --f co. Later, Henry and Roulier [6] conjectured that 
lim y,(f)=Q or f is a polynomial (28) n-m 
if Vn=n,-,, IZ = 1, 2,... This problem is still open, it is only solved for 
special classes of functions [2, 6-10, 141. Finally we want to mention that 
recently Kroo [lo] used the lower bound in (21) for obtaining lower 
asymptotic estimates for y&“), n + co. 
Another interesting aspect of Freud’s proof of Theorem 1 is reflected in 
the case when the subspace V, does not satisfy the Haar condition: 
Let V, be a weak Chebyshev subspace satisfying the condition (IV), i.e., 
there exists a point z E [a, b] such that each v E V,, v # 0, has at most n - f 
zeros in [a, b]\{z}. Then for every fe C[a, b] there exists a best uniform 
approximation II,-E Y,, characterized by an alternating point set 
a<xo<x, < ... <x,db, (291 
i.e., 
4- Mf-Of) (4) =Pta-l WI 
(E = + 1 or E = - 1). V~ is called alternation element of PV,( f) and vY is uni- 
que (Niirnberger, Sommer [12], Sommer, StrauD [IS]). 
THEOREM 2. Let V,, be a weak Chebyshev subspace of C[a, b] with 
property (N). Then the selection s: C[a, b] + V,, which associates to every 
f E C[a, b] the unique alternation element s(f) = vf of PvD(f), is a pointwise 
Lipschitz continuous mapping. 
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PvoojI Assume, s is not Lipschitz continuous at fc C[a, 61. Then f $ V, 
and there exists a sequence {fm> in C[a, b] such that f, +f and 
IMf)-wdll >mllf-fmll~ (31) 
f-Q,) has an alternating point set 
a<xbm)<x\m)< ... <xk?‘)<b, (32) 
where E,( - l)i (f, - s(fm)) (~j~)) = pn(fm) for i = O,..., 12 (E, = + 1 or 
E m = - 1). We may assume that x@) + xi for m -+ cc (i = O,..., n), and E, = E 
(s=+iors=-l)isfixedforailm.Then 
a<x,<x,< ... -=zx,,<b, (33) 
where E( - 1)’ (f-s(f)) (xi) = p,(f) for i = O,..., n. Now we omit a fixed 
point x, in (33), where x,. is chosen as the point z in the condition (N), if 
z E (x0, Xl >...> x,>. Following Freud’s proof of Theorem 1, we obtain, as in 
(16), for XE[X,-1,x,+1] that 
(-fYtl &(S(f)--S(f,))(X)~2~,llf--f,ll, (34) 
where x- 1 :=a, xntl := b and ,I, is defined by (11). Analogously we have 
for x E [x$:)~ , x$),] the inequality 
(- lY+ 14aJ - a-))(x) G 2vTf-fmll~ (29) 
where again x?‘j := a x , ;?‘$ := b, 
(36) 
and the functions Lj,y)(x) E I/, are the fundamental polynomials of 
Lagrange interpolation corresponding to the set 
xp <x’;“’ < . . . < xpl <X(m) r+l < “. <xp. 
Since I,!,:) -+ Li,,, and therefore 2, cm) + A, for m -+ co, there exists a constant 
y1 > 0 such that 
I(U)-dL)) (XII rYIllf--fmIl (37) 
for all XE[X,_,+~,X,+~-81 with 6:=(x,+,-x,-,)/4. Since for VEV, 
the uniform norm on [a, b] is equivalent to the uniform norm on the inter- 
val C-L~+&X,+~ - S], inequality (37) contradicts (31). 
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A generalization of Theorem 2 for generalized spline spaces V, is prove 
by Blatt, Niirnberger, Sommer [l], again using as an essential tool to t 
idea of Freud, outlined in the above proof. 
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